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Abstract – To keep track of changes to the Earth's surface, extensive time series of data from remote sensing using image 

processing is required. This research is motivated by the effectiveness of computational modelling techniques; however, 

the problem of missing data is multifaceted. When data at numerous a-periodic timestamps are absent during multi-

temporal analysis, the issue becomes increasingly problematic. To make remote sensing time series analysis easier, weight 

optimised machine learning is used in this study to rebuild lost data. Keeping the causality restriction in mind, this method 

makes use of data from previous and subsequent timestamps. The architecture is based on an ensemble of numerous 

forecasting modules, built on the observed data in the time-series order. Dummy data is used to connect the forecasting 

modules, which were previously linked by the earlier half of the sequence. After that, iterative improvements are made to 

the dummy data to make it better fit the next segment of the sequence. On the basis of Landsat-7 TM-5 satellite imagery, 

the work has been proven to be accurate in forecasting missing images in normalised difference vegetation index time 

series. In a performance evaluation, the proposed forecasting model was shown to be effective. 

 

Keywords – Missing Data, Weight Optimization, Machine Learning, Spatial temporal analysis, Landslide Susceptibility 

Mapping, Image Processing.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Researchers have been able to access high-dimensional, multiresolution information thanks to enhanced remote sensing 

technologies. Satellite imaging can provide information on the Earth's surface at a variety of spectral, geographical, and 

temporal resolutions. Unmanned aerial vehicles with cameras installed on the rotor blades cannot produce such photos. In 

order to extract geographic information from these data sets, they are utilised to create maps that explain the topography, 

land cover, lithology, etc. Earth observation and administration, for example, are made easier as a result [1].  Satellite 

imaging is highly specialised and offers more information than simple photos. With the use of these cameras, you may see 

more than you could by simply standing still because they take pictures of vast areas. Maps of coastal ecosystems and 

assessments of land cover and ecosystem change have both benefited substantially from the use of satellite images. Remote 

sensing technologies are becoming more important and sought after for use in managing coastal ecosystems like estuaries, 

wetlands, and coral reefs as a result of improvements in sensor design and data analysis methodologies. Pictures have 

greatly aided in the mapping of coastal ecosystems as well as the assessment of land coverage and ecosystem change [2, 
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3]. Because of advancements in sensor design and data analysis approaches, remote sensing technologies are becoming 

increasingly relevant and sought for use in managing coastal ecosystems such as estuaries, wetlands, and coral reefs. 

    The amount of biotic and abiotic floating particles, as well as the composition of the dissolved compounds in the coastal 

waters, are all monitored by multispectral and hyperspectral sensors. Remote sensing technologies are becoming more 

important and in demand for use in managing coastal ecosystems like estuaries, wetlands, and coral reefs as a result of 

improvements in sensor design and data analysis methodologies. Geographically complicated coastal ecosystems exist. A 

successful field data gathering sampling method including ships, navigating markers, and survey equipment is necessary 

to accurately measure and validate remotely sensed data. Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors are used to monitor 

coastal land cover, dissolved compounds in coastal waters, and amounts of biotic and abiotic floating particles [4, 5]. 

Coastal environments are geographically complex. To verify and precisely measure remotely sensed data, an effective field 

data gathering sampling strategy utilising ships, navigating markers, and survey equipment is required [6, 7]. Earth surface 

dynamics can be studied using remote sensing data. The resulting data sets cover a wide range of space and time. It might 

be challenging to foresee the occurrence of landslides. Failure to do so, however, can have disastrous consequences, 

resulting in unwelcome catastrophes including property loss, community dislocation, and human casualties. By locating 

landslide-prone locations, research aims to prevent such calamities. The effectiveness of computational modelling 

techniques in similar crisis scenarios inspires this effort to investigate such modelling for LSM. 

    The fact that they frequently have low quality or missing values makes them less desirable. Clouds appear to be obscuring 

the Earth's surface in some optical satellite sensor data sets. Therefore, its usefulness is restricted. In some cases, for 

example, the ability to accurately track changes in vegetation over time can be hindered (see Arctic [8], Amazon [9], and 

general [10]). It is common for low-quality and missing variables to be eliminated range of "gap filling methods" (also 

known as "imputation approaches") [11, 12]. Only a few predictive algorithms have attempted to take advantage of the 

spatio-temporal character of the data [13]. A map of landslide susceptibility categorises areas into low, moderate, and high 

susceptibility areas. Both the positions and reasons of the collapses are taken into account on the landslide hazard map 

(slope, soil type and the impact of the flow of water in an area).  A landslide's susceptibility is determined by the local 

terrain and the possibility that one will occur there. It forecasts "where" landslides will probably happen. For current 

environmental science, multi-year historical remote sensing data and ongoing periodic measurements are essential 

instruments. Understanding and predicting Earth system behaviour, identifying risky and anomalous processes, supporting 

economic activity and sustainable development are all supported by the data. [14, 15]. As of now, the satellite remote 

sensing business is well established, offering thousands of datasets as well as thousands of software tools and algorithms 

that cover a wide range of issues. Due to cloud cover, system failures, and other circumstances, missing data (data gaps) 

may affect the quality and usability of data. In high latitudes, cloud cover can result in data loss of up to 80% [16]. MODIS 

team delivers multiday using multi-temporal averaging data, for example, to deal around such problems [17]. This method 

is useful for studying long-term processes, but it is ineffective when applied to operational situations or processes that have 

a strong daily dynamic. For ecological [18], hydrological [19], meteorological [20], geological [21] and other forms of 

environmental study, land surface temperature (LST) is an essential geophysical parameter. To get a better understanding 

of the life processes, habitats, interactions, and biodiversity of species is the primary goal of an ecologist. Understanding 

the distribution of biotic and abiotic components in the ecosystem is the main objective of ecological. which includes both 

living and non-living elements and their interactions with one another. The study of water's occurrence, distribution, 

movement, characteristics, and interactions with the environment during each stage of the hydrologic cycle is known as 

hydrology. The study of the atmosphere, atmospheric phenomena, and the impact of the atmosphere on our weather is 

known as meteorology. The science of the atmosphere is concerned with the history of the earth and its life, particularly as 

preserved in rocks. It is the gaseous layer of the physical environment that surrounds a planet. 

     Over the last few years, there has been an explosion of research into machine learning algorithms and the methodologies 

that can be used to implement them. Models can be quickly created because many ML algorithms are freely available 

(mainly in Python and R [22]. Because of the machine The model utilised by machine learning has undergone a significant 

transformation from the previous model in recent years due to knowledge reformation and the rapid growth of neural 

network technology [23, 24]. Computers are used to process images, and there are two types of image processing: 

quantitative word image processing and analogue image analysis technology. It can also be used for picture enhancing, 

conversion, recovery, analysis, and other things, depending on how different approaches are used. However, there are 

numerous other data formats used in photo processing. This study shows the usage of available data from future timestamps, 

despite the fact that they violate the causality constraint. The proposed model includes a number of modules that use 

sequential data (images) from earlier time moments to predict the subsequent missing data (pictures) in the sequence. Each 

projected data item is adjusted iteratively to better fit the subsequent element in the entire sequence [25, 26]. Depending 

on how various methodologies are employed, it may also be used for image enhancement, conversion, recovery, analysis, 

and other purposes. However, photo processing involves a wide range of data formats [27, 28]. The use of available data 

from future timestamps, even if they contravene the causality requirement, is demonstrated in this paper. There are several 

modules in the proposed model that employ sequentially (pictures) from previous time moments in order to forecast the 

next missing data (pictures) in the sequence. In an iterative process, each of the predicted data items is fine-tuned to best 

fit the next component of the full sequence. We also use forecasting to keep the causality constraint during the data tuning 

procedure. When tuning, all projected data at intermediate time instants is available data in the sequence to forecast data 
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for the most recent available timestamp. Data for the final timestamp is compared to the original data for that timestamp to 

see if the predictions hold. The procedure continues until the accuracy of the predictions achieves a certain degree of 

contentment. The information from the future that is accessible is solely used to verify that the predicted image is consistent 

with the actual one. Section 2 lists the relevant works. Section 3 provides a breakdown of the model as presented here. 

Experiments to test the proposed model's efficiency are detailed in Section 4. Section 5 provides the final words on the 

matter.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Chen, et al. [29] developed a geographically and temporally weighted regression model based on geo-statistical 

approaches to rebuild a target scene's missing data. The NDVI index uses reflected light in the visible and near-infrared 

ranges to recognize and quantify the existence of live, vegetated areas.  Simply put, NDVI is a measure of how green and 

healthy the vegetation is in each pixel of a satellite image. We must grasp the electromagnetic spectrum in order to 

comprehend plant health. The ability to judge a plant's health based on how it reflects light and energy is essential to how 

NDVI works.A moving offset method was presented by Padhee and Dutta [30] for restoring missing values in time-series 

NDVI by utilising linear regression coefficients with a reference NDVI at another pixel with same conditions. 

Reconstruction of cloud-covered pixels can also be accomplished using multi-temporal approaches. 

      An efficient approach to handling missing values is the emphasis of Rani, [31]. A systematic approach to identifying 

missing values has been developed by the authors. The researchers used a dataset from the University of California, Irvine's 

(UCI) repository to conduct their research. There are three ways in which missing values can be inserted: random, 

MISSHASH, and MISSFIB. Data were examined with the use of) classifications for KNN, multivariate imputation 

(MICE), mean, and mode imputation. One of the two primary performance metrics for a regression model is the Root Mean 

Squared Error (RMSE). It calculates the standard deviation of values between those predicted by a model and those actually 

observed. It gives an estimate of how effectively the model can forecast the desired value (accuracy). Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE) was used to compare classifiers in order to discover the optimal approach for imputation. The MICE 

imputation method fared better than other imputation methods, according to the study. In addition, its accuracy is not 

dependent on the classifier or the distribution of missing values. 

      Inductive Learning Algorithm (ILA4), developed by Elhassan, [32], is designed to deal with datasets containing missing 

values. ILA4 is based on a succession of ILA algorithms that have been improved to handle missing data. Datasets with 

varied degrees of completeness are subjected to ILA4 and compared to other well-established methods for dealing with 

datasets that contain missing values. Many existing ways to treating missing data, such as the Most Common Value (MCV) 

algorithm, the Most Common Value Restricted to a Concept (MCVRC) algorithm, and the Delete strategy, outperformed 

ILA4 in the majority of circumstances. Logistic regression, NB and random forest were tested against ILA4 to see if its 

accuracy was equivalent to or greater than theirs. ILA4 came out on top in all three tests. 

     A deep neutral network is a sort of technology that, like the human brain, comprises many levels and layers of neurons. 

The network as it is now consisting of an input layer, an activation function, and one or more hidden nodes. While striving 

to learn first from data fed into it, the network generates predictions [33, 34]. According to Park [35] a better ensemble 

model for disease prediction based on laboratory test results was created by combining two DNN (deep neural network) 

models with two machine learning (ML) models. The selection of 86 laboratory tests from datasets was based on criteria 

such as value counts, clinical significance, and missing values. This study collected 326,686 laboratory test results from 

5145 patients. For 39 disorders, we used ICD-10 codes from the International Classification of Disorders, 10th revision 

(ICD-10).  As a result of the data in these datasets, the TensorFlow-based DNN and the LightGBM and XGBoost machine 

learning models were built. For the five most frequent diseases, the optimised ensemble model had an F1 score of 81% and 

a prediction accuracy of 92%. The prediction power and disease categorization patterns of the deep learning and ML models 

differed. In order to determine which features were most important, we employed a confusion matrix and the SHAP value 

approach. Through the classification of diseases, our new ML model was able to achieve great efficiency in disease 

prediction. Diseases can now be predicted and diagnosed more accurately thanks to this research. 

      SFE+ is proposed in Zhu [36] as a sparse feature extraction network for LSP. As a starting point for the model, 

frequency ratios of environmental factors are determined for each of the landslides and environmental factors that affect 

them. Spatial data is one of the methods typically utilised to obtain physical data for GIS integrating. Remote sensors 

acquire information from earthly objects despite conducting direct touch. A geographic information system is a computer 

programme that analyses and displays geographically connected data (GIS). It uses knowledge related to a certain 

location.As a second step, the input data are sent via the input dropout. Then, the features are carried on through k percent 

lifetime sparsity layer, which is a hidden layer of the algorithm. Using hidden layers, these factors can be further reduced 

in order to get as many independent and redundant prediction features as feasible. Classifiers are used to implement the 

LSP in the research area. There are SVM, LR, and SGD models constructed using the SFE-support vector machine (SVM) 

algorithm. 

     Today, the sheer volume of remotely sensed data places it in the big data category. In order to interpret and make sense 

of distant sensing data, Sedona et al. [37] claim that (conventional) techniques. This is because a correctly designed ML 

work might entail a lot less data than the latter, which requires enormous quantities of training instances including millions 

of model parameters. Shirzadi et al. research [22] has also demonstrated that less complex ML can still be used in a variety 

of applications despite the deep learning trend. Data can be used to train supervised ML algorithms to build models for the 
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prediction of particular phenomena [38] as described by [39]. In another study [40], In addition to random forest and CART, 

boosted regression tree (BRT) and GLM were employed to identify areas at risk for landslides (classification and regression 

tree). According to their research, GLM was just as economical as RF and GBM (BRT) in terms of performance for LSM 

enough with other cutting-edge machine learning techniques. Virtual speakers are devices that use technique to develop 

animated facial images that can communicate [41]. With advancements in wireless sensor networks, the adoption of IoT 

devices is increasing daily. All IoT devices are connected to create a heterogeneous network that is extremely susceptible 

to outside threats [42]. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Working Flow of Proposed Model. 

 

Problem Statement and Contributions  

The following is a formal definition of the overarching issue addressed in this paper: In the case of a sequence of derived 

remote sensing imagery 𝐼1, . . . , 𝐼𝑚−1, ? , 𝐼𝑚+1, . . . , 𝐼𝑥−1, ? , 𝐼𝑥+1, . . . , 𝐼𝑡  , where the symbol "?" denotes the missing images of 

certain a-periodic, the task is to forecast or rebuild the missing photos. The following are the contribution of the paper: 

 Proposing weight optimization-based machine learning (ML) for remote sensing analysis using available Saptio-

Temporal (ST) data from both earlier and later timestamps to predict missing data. 

 Investigating ST analysis methods based on machine learning for missing picture reconstruction. 

 This is where the causality restrictions in spatial time-series analysis are maintained. 

 Based on Landsat-7 raw satellite time series [43], we tested the suggested technique in zones in India, each 

including several thousand pixels of missing NDVI images. 

 

Weight/hyper-parameters optimization (HPO) in Machine Learning 

At the outset, we must identify the important hyper-parameters that people must tweak to fit ML models into specific 

situations or datasets in order to improve them via HPO. There are supervised and unsupervised algorithms for machine 

learning models, depending on whether they are designed to model labelled or unlabeled datasets. An algorithm that uses 

labelled data to train on input features is referred to as supervised learning. In this study, supervised machine learning (ML) 

is employed to make predictions.  

 

Identify the missing value 
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Supervised Learning Algorithms 

In a predictive model function 𝑓 ∗ is required to minimise the cost function 𝐿(𝑓(𝑥𝑖), 𝑦𝑖), which models the discrepancy 

between the estimated output and ground-truth labels. As a result, there is no single method for creating a predictive model 

that works for everyone. Hyper-parameter settings restrict f's domain to a set of functions F in a limited number of model 

designs. As a result, this approach can be used to identify the best possible prediction model [44]: 

 

𝑓∗ = arg  
1

𝑛
∑ 𝐿(𝑓(𝑥𝑖), 𝑦𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1𝑓∈𝐹
𝑚𝑖𝑛                               (1) 

 

    To calculate a cost function, x i is the feature vector for each sample, and L is its cost value for the nth training data 

point. 

The other loss functions occur in supervised learning methods [45]. Hyper-parameter setups in ML algorithms generate a 

variety of predictive model topologies. This work, which makes use of the K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) method, is one of 

several examples of supervised machine learning.  

 

KNN  

KNN is a simple machine learning technique that uses distances between data points to classify them. Using KNN, the 

predicted class of each test sample is allocated to the class to which the majority of its k-nearest neighbours belong in the 

training dataset. 

     T = 𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑦 2, 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛, where T is the training set of remote sensing pictures; the feature vectors of an instance and its 

class are denoted by (𝑥𝑖  = 𝑐1 , 𝑐 2, . . . , 𝑐𝑚) for test instances;  𝐼 =  (1;  2; . . . , 𝑛). [46]: 

 

𝑦 = arg
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑐𝑗
∑ 𝐼(𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐𝑗), 𝑖 = 1,2, … 𝑛; 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑚,𝑥𝑖∈𝑁𝑘(𝑥)            (2) 

 

     As an indicator function, 𝑁 𝑘 (𝑥) ( 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐𝑗  ) is used to determine which of x's neighbours are the closest to it [47]. In 

KNN, the sum of nearest neighbours considered is the most important hyper-parameter. Over-fitting and excessive 

computational time will be required if k is too large or under-fitting is too small. Additional options include 'uniform' for 

the weighted function used in the prediction, depending on specific problems. Minor improvements can be made by 

adjusting parameters such as distance metrics and the Minkowski metric's power parameter. Coral Reef Optimization 

(CRO) is used to determine the ideal distance in this suggested metric. The K-NN algorithm places the new instance in the 

category that resembles the current subcategories the most, presuming that the new case and the previous cases are 

equivalent. After storing all the previous data, a new data point is categorised using the K-NN algorithm based on their 

similarity. This indicates that new data can be reliably and quickly categorised using the K-NN approach. The K-NN 

technique can be used for recovery even though classification algorithms are where it is most typically applied. 

 

Coral Reefs Optimization Method 

The corals that the algorithm generates at each stage are seeking to cling to the reef. The process is based on the growth of 

coral reefs and coral species. The coral reproduction is repeated several times with different operators to produce better 

outcomes. The three methods of sexual reproduction used by corals are asexual reproduction, broadcast spawning, and 

asexual reproduction (budding or fragmentation). It is a meta-heuristic programme that replicates the growth of corals in 

the reef. The corals of this method are made up of a variety of distinct coded solutions. In the reef, these corals are created 

at random and placed on a grid. Each of the grid's empty cells is filled at random with the corals of the starting population. 

There should be fewer solutions than the number of square grid cells, so that new corals can grow in the reef at a later date. 

It is also necessary to have a health function to check on the quality of the solutions and to come up with better ones. The 

objective function of optimising health can be the same as this subjective function. The method is based on the reproduction 

of corals and the creation of coral reefs. To get better results, the coral reproduction is repeated many times with a variety 

of operators. asexual reproduction, broadcast spawning, and asexual reproduction are the three types of sexual reproduction 

that corals use (budding or fragmentation). The corals that are generated in each stage of the algorithm are attempting to 

attach themselves to the reef. How well the solution optimises the problem, or how often it is to discover an empty spot, is 

a factor in this step's success. Internal and external reproduction operators develop solutions that are applied to the reef. 

For each new solution, the health function's value is determined.  

The steps of CRO technique are as shadows. 

 

Initialization:  

As a first step, a reef is constructed from a matrices R with N rows and M columns. The generated population of solutions 

is then randomly distributed throughout the matrix's cells. Only one solution can be found in each cell. This is because if 

every cell in the matrix is already filled, new solutions will have a hard time finding a space and growing. For this, the ratio 

of R's vacant cells to its filled cells is calculated when each random solution is generated and placed in the matrix. The 

process of creating the initial population will be halted if this ratio falls below 0.4. For a 10 x 10 matrix with 100 cells, 

there are 72 random solutions (28/72 0:4). A unique identification is assigned to each solution after it has been generated 
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and added to a list. The R-matrix contains an identification that is randomly assigned to one of its cells. In addition, the 

procedure is used to determine the health function value of any solution generated. 

 

External reproduction operator:  

The solutions are applied to this operator in two stages. First, a subset of the matrix's solutions is chosen at random. Fb is 

a user-specified parameter that specifies the percentage of solutions that should be selected. When it comes to performing 

an external reproduction operator, reproduction can be done to distinct pairs of solutions if the number of selected solutions 

is even. You'll see your options for this phase separated into two lists: those you've picked and those you've left unselected. 

The cross-over operator is applied to each pair of separated solutions in the list of selected solutions in the second phase, 

using the roulette wheel approach. This step generates new solutions. If the cross-over operator is used, each pair of 

solutions has three distinct random points (ranging from 1 to n-1). The four pieces of the answer to the pair can be broken 

down into these three points. For a new solution, the larger elements of the better solution and the smaller ones of the 

weaker one are combined to make a new solution. For a given set of part sizes, the better solution will always take 

precedence. Each pair of selected solutions generates a new solution. In this step, fresh solutions are not inserted into the 

matrix. In order to give them an opportunity to grow on the reef, they are kept in a list of new solutions (released into the 

water). 

 

Internal reproduction operator:  

This operator makes use of the solutions that were left behind after the external reproduction process was completed. It's 

this ratio, 1-Fb, which tells us how many times we've used an internal reproduction operator to solve a problem. Each 

answer is subject to a random mutation thanks to the internal reproduction operator. A whole new solution is created by 

reversing the existing solution's bits.  

 

Setting new solutions:  

In this step, the likelihood of each solution being placed in the matrix cells is evaluated. In this manner, a new solution is 

generated from a random cell in the matrix. It will be added to the population in that cell if the identification of this solution 

is found there. the new solution can be added to the cell. A different random cell should be used if the new solution cannot 

be placed in that cell. The number of times a solution can attempt to be placed in the matrix is determined by the user and 

can range from 1 to h. 

 

Asexual reproduction operator:  

In this case, the reef's best solutions are being re-created by this operator. The solutions to the matrix are ranked in 

decreasing order of their health function values for this purpose. Then, a portion of the sorted list's first members is chosen 

to be reproduced. It's possible to develop a new solution that's identical to the original one. As a result of the problem's 

user-specified parameter Fa, a specific percentage of the population will be selected for asexual reproduction. As a final 

step, the new solutions are inserted into the matrix in the same way as before. 

 

Depredation: 

This is accomplished by selecting a fraction Fd of the poorest solutions from the previously ordered list. Fd can also be set 

by the user. If the generated random number is less than the parameter Pd, then the related solution is removed from the 

matrix and its corresponding cell is released. This process is repeated for each of these selected solutions. Probability of 

depredation is the Pd parameter, which can be set by the user. The proportion of deprecated solutions should be modest in 

the early iterations. With many vacant cells left over, fresh solutions can be inserted and grown in the matrix. A bigger 

number of subpar solutions should be discarded after numerous iterations. 0.1/k is added to Pd after each iteration, starting 

with a value of 0. (k is the number of iterations). The values of Fa and Fd should be chosen in such a way that Fa + Fd 1 

in order to avoid the operations of asexual reproduction and depredation being overlapping. 

After the stated number of iterations of creating populations, CRO will be shut down. The CRO's ultimate solution is 

determined by the matrix's best possible solution. Using this model, the ideal distance in the Minkowski metric can be 

found.  

 

Prediction 

Each predicting module outputs a P-dimensional vector Y that represents the projected values based on the most recent 

weight values and ST attributes gleaned from the lower levels. Using linear stretching, the predicted values are transferred 

back to the original scale and the actual prediction values are produced. A feature set is created by taking the predicted 

values from each subsequent forecasting module and transforming them back into their original image size before using 

them as dummy values in the final or "pth" forecasting module. This ensures that the forecasting process will not stop until 

all of the predicted values have been obtained. Thus, data from all timestamps can be used without conflicting with ST 

analysis' causality constraint. 

 

Dummy Image/Data Tuning 
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The predicted image (pth) is compared to the original picture (It) of the time stamp at which it was generated. Once again, 

the forecasting process inside each forecasting module begins when the forecasted image falls below a certain degree of 

accuracy, which is stated in terms of a threshold value (th). As a result, each forecasting module's anticipated images and 

the weight values within the KNN model are fine-tuned. There will be no change in the forecasted image until the threshold 

th is met or the final forecasting module stops improving. The correctness of the data/image adjustment was evaluated 

using the mean absolute error (MAE) in our suggested model. The dummy imagery is regarded to be the 

predicted/reconstructed imagery of the appropriate time-series sequence after the termination condition is met. 

 

IV.    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experiments on anticipating missing photos in a sequence of derived remote sensing imagery are described in this section.  

 

Dataset and Study Area  

For eight consecutive years from 2004 to 2011, NDVI images were taken over West Bengal's Bardhhaman district, which 

is located in the state of West Bengal (see Fig 2) [48].  

 

 
Fig 2. Study area West Bengal, India in the district of Bardhhaman. 

 

       It was then used to construct an NDVI raster from raw satellite imagery using ERDAS IMAGINE [49]. We've 

narrowed the scope of our study to two areas, each with thousands of pixels. Table 1 summarises the zone-specific 

information. In addition, because the NDVI photos from 2007 and 2009 are absent, the empirical investigation was 

conducted twice. A random selection was made from among the years' worth of missing photos. 

 

Table 1. Details of study regions in the barddhaman district 

Zones Bounding box details 

 Number of pixels Top-Left Bottom-Right 

1 102 400 23.45 ◦N, 87.54 ◦E 23.37 ◦N, 87.60 ◦E 

2 10 000 23.45 ◦N, 87.47 ◦E 23.42 ◦N, 87.50 ◦E 

 

Evaluation Metrics 

To determine how well a statistical or machine learning model is functioning, performance measurements are utilised. Each 

project must assess the models or techniques used in machine learning. There are many various assessment methods that 

can be used to test a model. These include classification performance, exponential loss, confusion matrix, and other metrics. 

By "accuracy," we typically refer to recognition rate, which is the ratio of the number of correctly predicted events to the 

total amount of input samples. Inaccurate categorization are punished using logarithmic loss, also referred to as log loss. 

The ability to compare the reconstructed data to the actual observed data allowed us to evaluate the missing locations. We 

first generated the simulated cloud-covered photos by removing random patches from the target images (with different 

forms, areas, and scattered placements). When we looked at all the pixels in the simulated cloud-covered regions, we 

compared them to the actual pixels to see how accurate our reconstructions were. 

We were able to get the projected value (𝑥𝑖) back for pixel I with an actual value of 𝑥𝑖 in a particular band. 𝑒𝑖 = |𝑥𝑖 − �̂�𝑖| 
can be used to compute the reconstruction error. The greater the precision, the lower the value of e should be. To quantify 

cloud-covered regions' total reconstruction accuracy, we used a combination of the NMSE, MAE, MAE, and CC indices. 
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𝑁𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑

(𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑖)2

𝑢(𝑥)𝑢(𝑥)𝑖∈𝑅        (3) 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ |𝑥𝑖 − �̂�𝑖|𝑖∈𝑅        (4) 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ |𝑥𝑖 − �̂�𝑖|/𝑥𝑖𝐼∈𝑅       (5) 

𝐶𝐶 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖−𝑢(𝑥𝑖))(𝑥�̂�−𝑢(𝑥𝑖))𝑖∈𝑅

√∑ (𝑥𝑖−𝑢(𝑥))𝑖∈𝑅
2

∑ (𝑥𝑖−𝑢(𝑥))2
𝑖∈𝑅

      (6) 

 

     Difference between observed and predicted discoveries is represented by NMSE, MAE depicts when the data are of 

different sizes It can be shown by CC that the observed and recovered results have similar texture. In these tests, lower 

NMSE, MAE, and MAPE values indicate better reconstruction and are hence preferred to higher ones. All portions of the 

dataset will be identical if CC is greater than 1. 

     An improvement ratio index (IR) is used to measure the improvement of a given method in comparison to other 

approaches. 

𝐼𝑅 =
𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑎 − 𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝

𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑎

  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝑀𝑆𝐸, 𝑀𝐴𝐸 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸; 𝐼𝑅 

=
𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝−𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑎

𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑎
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝐶                                                         (7) 

 

    Comparative (state-of-the-art) approaches are evaluated using 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑎, while the suggested method is evaluated using 

𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝. 

The proposed KNN is optimized by coral reef and its performance is validated by using different optimization models such 

as Fruit fly (FFA), BFO and BAT algorithms in terms of various metrics by considering different channels such as red, 

green, blue and Nir. These experiments are provided in Table 2 and graphical chart of proposed IR with various techniques 

is presented in Fig 3. 

 

Table 2. Accuracy Assessment of Renovation Results in the Relative Experiments. 

Channel Parameter FFA-KNN CRO-KNN BFO-KNN BAT-KNN IR (%) 

Red 

NMSE 1.8484 1.4821 2.1013 1.8850 19.82 

MAE 78.3571 49.2581 67.8327 69.8642 27.38 

MAPE 8.9738 8.1894 8.9293 8.7937 6.87 

CC 0.8423 0.9216 0.8951 0.8808 2.96 

Green 

NMSE 0.9171 0.6029 0.6831 0.7494 11.74 

MAE 42.5354 32.1560 38.4329 40.3169 16.33 

MAPE 5.7463 4.8841 5.4308 5.3901 9.39 

CC 0.8867 0.9572 0.9261 0.9217 3.36 

Blue 

NMSE 1.1063 0.9593 1.0961 1.0860 11.67 

MAE 40.0724 34.1562 39.1762 38.4256 11.11 

MAPE 6.9451 6.1283 6.8646 7.0539 10.73 

CC 0.8807 0.9346 0.8915 0.9032 3.48 

Nir 

 

NMSE 6.3309 5.7624 6.2370 7.6751 7.61 

MAE 154.7382 118.2696 176.4823 156.4461 23.57 

MAPE 16.5881 14.8089 16.7976 17.3284 10.73 

CC 0.8187 0.8537 0.7896 0.7961 4.285 

 

 
Fig 3. Graphical Chart of Proposed IR With Various Techniques in Terms of Various Metrics. 
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    In the channel Red, the error of proposed model is very less than existing techniques, for instance, CRO has 49.25 MAE, 

FFA has 78.35, BFO has 67 and BAT has 69MAE. The improvement of proposed model with existing techniques in terms 

of MAE is 27.38. In C analysis, CRO has 92.16, FFA has 84.23, BFO has 89.51 and BAT has 88.08. In the channel of 

green for the analysis of MAPE, the CRO has less value and shows its better improvement, i.e 9.39%. Finally, the 

improvement of proposed model for NMSE is 11.74% and it has only 3.36% for CC analysis. In the analysis of MAPE for 

blue channel, the FFA achieved 6.94, BFO achieved 6.86, BAT achieved 7.05 and proposed model achieved 7.05. Table 

3 provides Indicating times in one epoch. 

      For NMSE, BFO achieved 1.0961, BAT achieved 1.086 and CRO achieved 0.9572. In the analysis of CC, FFA achieved 

0.8807, BFO achieved 0.89, BAT achieved 0.90 and proposed model achieved 0.9346. When the channel is Nir, the 

proposed model achieved 5.76 for NMSE, 118.27 for MAE, 14.80 for MAPE and 0.85 for CC, where the BAT achieved 

7.67 for NMSE, 156.44 for MAE, 17.32 for MAPE and 0.79 for CC and FFA achieved 6.33 for NMSE, 154.73 for MAE, 

16.58 for MAPE and 0.81 for CC. Fig 4 provides the comparison of proposed model in terms of MAE and CC. In the Red 

channel, the suggested model's error such as CRO (49.25 MAE), FFA (78.35), BFO (67), and BAT (69MAE). The 

suggested model outperforms previous methods by 27.38 in terms of MAE. Manhattan obtained 0.86 for the blue channel, 

0.91 for the green channel, 0.86 for the red channel, and 0.79 for the Nir channel in the study of CC, while Euclidean 

obtained 0.88 for the blue channel, 0.90 for the green channel, 0.85. 

 

 
Fig 4. Graphical presentation of proposed model with various techniques in terms of CC and MAE.  

 

Table 3. Computational Difficulty of the Four Reconstruction Approaches. * Indicating times in one epoch. 

 BAT-KNN BFO-KNN FFA-KNN CRO-KNN 

Timing/s 378 + 78 1870*+582 297 + 116 570*+196 

Memory/GB 0.3 + 0.4 2.1 + 2.5 0.5 + 0.8 1.8 + 2.1 

GPU/GB / 3.2 + 3.6 / 1.0 + 1.2 

 

The existing techniques such as BAT, BFO and FFA achieved nearly 379s, 1870s and 297s, where the proposed model 

achieved 570s. In the analysis of memory, BAT has 0.3GB, BFO has 2.1GB, FFA has 0.5GB and proposed model has 

1.8GB. From this analysis, it is clearly proving that the proposed model has better computational complexity than existing 

models. Table 4 provides the validation analysis of KNN by changing the distance metrics, which is optimized by CRO. 

 

Table 4. Accuracy Valuation of Reconstruction Results Produced From the Various Distance Metrics. 

 Manhattan Euclidean Minkowski 

Metri

cs 

NMS

E 
MAE 

MAP

E 
CC NMSE MAE MAPE CC 

NM

SE 

MA

E 

MA

PE 
CC 

Blue 
2.802

6 

36.33

28 

9.627

3 

0.867

4 
3.3876 

37.358

4 

10.845

0 
0.8805 

0.97

71 

34.1

094 

7.04

27 

0.90

27 

Gree

n 

1.199

4 

39.09

73 

7.184

4 

0.914

8 
1.4682 

38.906

8 
7.6234 0.9076 

0.57

35 

32.6

492 

5.18

76 

0.94

81 

Red 
2.645

8 

51.04

96 

10.87

35 

0.864

7 
3.7065 

53.256

1 

11.418

3 
0.8514 

1.69

08 

46.7

392 

9.32

91 

0.92

94 

Nir 
27.01

26 

149.8

232 

29.29

01 

0.794

9 

20.564

9 

168.59

34 

30.281

9 
0.7683 

9.43

07 

115.

9650 

17.4

318 

0.84

19 
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    In the analysis of CC, Manhattan achieved 0.86 for blue channel, 0.91 for green channel, 0.86 for red channel and 0.79 

for Nir channel, Euclidean achieved 0.88 for blue channel, 0.90 for green channel, 0.85 for red channel and 0.76 for Nir 

channel, where the proposed Minkowski achieved 0.90 for blue channel, 0.94 for green channel, 0.92 for red channel and 

0.84 for Nir channel. When compared with all channels, Nir has high MAE for all distance metrics, for instance, Manhattan 

achieved 149.82, Euclidean achieved 168.59 and proposed model achieved 115.96. Fig 5 shows the graphical 

representation of proposed distance metric model than existing technique.  

 
Fig 5. Graphical Representation of proposed distance metrics in terms of NMSE and MAPE. 

 

In the NMSE analysis, Manhattan distance achieved nearly 1 to 2 for all channels and 27.01 for Nir channel, Euclidean 

distance achieved nearly 1 to 3 for red, green and blue channels and 20.56 for Nir channel and proposed Minkowki distance 

achieved 9.43 for Nir channel and 0.5 to 1 for all channels. Instead of the previous models' close to 9 to 11 for red, green, 

and blue channels and close to 29 to 30 for Nir channel, the proposed distance metric obtained reduced MAPE for all 

channels, such as nearly 7 to 9 for red, green, and blue channels and 17.43 for Nir channel. The method can be expanded 

to predict missing raw satellite photos that contain a variety of spectral bands and layers. Fig 6 shows the graphical 

comparison of proposed distance of KNN model. 

 

 
Fig 6. Graphical comparison of proposed distance of KNN model. 

 

We were able to assess the missing places by contrasting the rebuilt data with the actual observed data. In order to create 

the fake cloudy shots, we first removed arbitrary regions from the target images. when there are disparate sizes of the data 

CC can demonstrate that the texture of the observed and retrieved findings is similar. Lower NMSE, MAE, and MAPE 

values are favoured than higher ones in these tests since they imply better reconstruction. Nir has strong MAE for all 

distance metrics compared to all channels, such as Manhattan attained 149.82, Euclidean attained 168.59, and suggested 

model attained 115.96. 

V.    CONCLUSION 

Remote sensing analyses are frequently hampered by missing data, which could not be generated because source satellite 

imagery was unavailable. In order to anticipate missing data in remote sensing time series, this research suggests a weight 

optimised ML approach. Based on the Minkowski metric for KNN, the proposed prediction method is weight optimization. 

An advantage of this new strategy over previous ones is the ability to take advantage of remote sensing data from earlier 
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and later in the series without conflicting with the causality requirement. It's a great approach to get the most out of the 

knowledge you already have. Two spatial zones in Barddhaman, India, comprised of hundreds of pixels, have been studied 

to forecast missing NDVI imagery from 2004 to 2011. When compared to existing machine learning models, the suggested 

model outperforms the current state of the art ML-learning-based ST prediction models and conventional time series 

prediction methods. The proposed distance metric achieved less MAPE for all channels such as nearly 7 to 9 for red, green 

and blue channels and 17.43 for Nir channel, where the existing models achieved nearly 9 to 11 for red, green and blue 

channels, then nearly 29 to 30 for Nir channel. It is possible to extend the approach to forecast missing raw satellite images, 

which includes many bands/layers of spectral information. By leveraging deep learning models to run the forecasting 

modules in parallel, the suggested methodology can also handle very large remote sensing datasets.  
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